I. THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

A. T. Pickering Award—*for excellence in Spanish*
   Andres William Carro—of Tennessee
   Carlos Francisco Zayas-Pons—of Georgia

Alex Shipley Jr. Award—*for distinction in Politics during the senior year*
   Elizabeth Callan Ghareeb—of North Carolina
   Livia Eva Karoui—of Italy
   Lillian Shands Walsh—of Texas

Allen Farmer Award—*for outstanding senior leadership in Earth and Environmental Systems*
   Sebastian David Evans—of Spain
   Wesley Wilder McCoy—of Massachusetts

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in Southern Studies
   Joseph Augustine Hunt—of Alabama
   Carlos Francisco Zayas-Pons—of Georgia

Award for Distinction in Art History
   Syble Ashley Gitchell—of Virginia

Barron-Cravens Cup—*for the outstanding male athlete*
   Thomas Cooper Oliver—of Tennessee

Bishop Juhan Award—*for excellence in swimming*
   Owen M. Pearson—of Colorado
   Noel Ally Whitlock—of Florida
Charles Hammond Memorial Cup—for the male athlete who best exemplifies excellence in scholarship and leadership
   Thomas Cooper Oliver—of Tennessee
   Alpo Isak Juhani Sipilä—of Finland

Charles Trawick Harrison Prize in English
   Anna Krenning Mann—of Oklahoma
   Briana Marleigh Wheeler—of Tennessee

Clarence Day Community Service Award
   Elon Harris Epps—of Washington, DC

E. G. Richmond Prize in Social Sciences
   Tanner Gil Horner—of Tennessee
   Livia Eva Karoui—of Italy

Eugene Mark Kayden Prize in Economics
   Jillian Elizabeth Miller—of Tennessee

Evelyn H. Mooney Award—for the outstanding female athlete
   Constance Isabelle Connolly—of Tennessee

Gilbert Gilchrist Memorial Music Award
   Trent Dakota Whisenant—of Georgia

Harry C. Yeatman Award in Biology
   Emma Fury Zeitler—of Tennessee

Hugh Harris Caldwell Jr. Award—for excellence in Philosophy
   Margaret Ann Bowers—of Maryland
   Michael Scott Rudolph—of Tennessee

Isaac Marion Dwight Medal for Philosophical and Biblical Greek
   Michael Scott Rudolph—of Tennessee
   Ian Miller Storey—of Mississippi

Jackson Cross Memorial Award—for outstanding performance in German
   Brigitta Viktoria Kujbus—of Hungary

James Young Perry Sr. C’18 Award—for the football player exhibiting exemplary character and sportsmanship
   Christopher Alexander Darras—of Tennessee

John Flynn Outstanding Female Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
   Katherine Elizabeth Thompson—of North Carolina
John Flynn Outstanding Male Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
Robert Aubrey Davis—of Tennessee

John McCrady Memorial Award—for excellence in Art
Madolin Kathryn Keller—of Maryland

Judy Running Memorial Music Prize
Margaret Ann Bowers—of Maryland
Fiona Leigh Charnow—of Tennessee
Madeleine Clare Hitel—of Connecticut
Caleb Alexander Thorn—of North Carolina

The Kayden Scholarship for Graduate Study
Jillian Elizabeth Miller—of Tennessee

King Prize for Excellence in History
Charles Williamson Mathews—of Kentucky

Leroy Environmental Service Award
Jackson Townes Campbell—of Georgia
Wesley Wilder McCoy—of Massachusetts
Nhu Huynh Thi Ngo—of Texas

Linda Wheat Grant for Graduate Study in France
Andrew Thomas Hupp—of Arkansas

Michaux Nash Award—for outstanding performance in men’s track
James Ashley Midyett—of Alabama

Nicholas Barnet Gilliam Jr. Award—for outstanding performance in Theatre
Liam Patrick Corley—of Massachusetts

The Outstanding Senior in French Award
Margaret Ann Bowers—of Maryland

Robert Hooke Prize—for achievement in Mathematics
Bryan William Walker—of Tennessee

Ruggles-Wright Prize in French
Margaret Ann Bowers—of Maryland
Benedict Anthony Brown—of Tennessee

Shepard Photography Award
Lucy Vaden Wimmer—of Texas
**Shotwell Cup**—*for excellence in cross country*
   Elliott Dreyspring Herron—of Alabama
   James Ashley Midyett—of Alabama

**Spencer-Slay Award**—*for outstanding performance in women's track*
   Haven Victoria Watson—of Ohio

**Susan Miller Selden Award**—*for excellence in the Sciences and the Humanities and demonstrated community service*
   Wesley Wilder McCoy—of Massachusetts

**Tennessee Williams Award for Creative Writing**
   Julia Fairbanks Harrison—of Arizona
   Vanessa Ellen Moss—of Tennessee
   Briana Marleigh Wheeler—of Tennessee

**Walter Guerry Green Medal for Latin**
   Hpone Myint Tu—of Myanmar
   Munford Radford Yates—of Tennessee

**William T. Allen Award**—*for excellence in Physics*
   Bryan William Walker—of Tennessee

**Bonner Leaders**
   Peter Daniel Bahr
   Malicat J. Chouyouti
   Elon Harris Epps
   Morgan Holt Jennings
   Sydney Elizabeth Masterson
   Elizabeth Douglas McLean
   Nhu Huynh Thi Ngo
   Connor Thomas Stack

**Carey Fellows**
   Henry Mathias Broeksmit
   Emily Frances Cashman
   Tanya Galan
   Chase Weston Govett
   Adriana Marie Jones-Quaidoo
   Rutledge Clement Riddle
   Robert Davis Shill

**Hippocrates Fellows**
   Elliott Dreyspring Herron
   Brianne Holsomback
   Tanner Gil Horner
   John Woodward McNeill
Omicron Delta Kappa
Joshua Lockhart Alvarez
Emily Collins Badgett
John Wesley Barganier
Katherine Lane Barnes
Michael Morgan Barry
Caitlin Lise Berends
Jacob Robert-Jennings Bruner
Emma Briscoe Burdett
Elizabeth Murfree Chandler
Constance Isabelle Connolly
Sarah Catherine Cordell
Jonathan Dean Crumly
Mesgana Solomon Dagnachew
Christopher Alexander Darras
Robert Aubrey Davis
Elon Harris Epps
Mary Ellen Fagan
Mason Lee Gardella
Chase Weston Govett
Charles Metcalfe Grimes
Taylor Lee Hall
Matthew N. Hembree

Elliott Dreyspring Herron
Tanner Gil Horner
Adriana Marie Jones-Quaidoo
Livia Eva Karoui
Helena Marie Kilburn
Anna Krenning Mann
Sydney Elizabeth Masterson
Wesley Wilder McCoy
Elizabeth Douglas McLean
Jillian Elizabeth Miller
Andrew James Minor
Quinn Kirkland Needham
Thomas Cooper Oliver
Stephen George Priest
Marquis Alexander Schieber
Abigail Huntington Shipps
Alpo Iska Juhani Sipilä
Eleanor Harris Smith
Emily Clare Stone
Maria Fernanda Trejo Balbuena
Carter Winston Ware
Phi Beta Kappa

Emily Collins Badgett
John Wesley Barganier, Jr.
Michael Morgan Barry
Brenna Cady Bierman
Margaret Ann Bowers
Emily Frances Cashman
Teressa Elizabeth Colhoun
Victoria Gibson Collins
Sarah Catherine Cordell
Jonathan Dean Crumly Jr.
Christopher Alexander Darras
Erin Renee Dockery
Tanya Galan
Elizabeth Callan Ghareeb
Syble Ashley Gitchell
Charles Metcalfe Grimes
Taylor Lee Hall
Claire Catto Hayne
Christina Elizabeth Higgs
Madeleine Clare Hitel
Tanner Gil Horner
Joseph Augustine Hunt
Lauren Kennedy Jones
Livia Eva Karoui

Caroline Hermena Kerrison
Sydney Paige Leibfritz
Calum Parkfield Lewis
Megan Brooke MacAulay
Anna Krenning Mann
Charles Williamson Mathews
Jillian Elizabeth Miller
Andrew James Minor
Kate Hampton Moffett
Quinn Kirkland Needham
Michael Scott Rudolph
Donald Charles Rung IV
Mary Bradshaw Sackett
Marquis Alexander Schieber
Abigail Huntington Shipps
Ian Miller Storey
Campbell McCarthy Stuart
Hpone Myint Tu
Bryan William Walker
Lillian Shands Walsh
Briana Marleigh Wheeler
Hayden Clark Wiseman
Rebecca Lang Worsham
Carlos Francisco Zayas-Pons

Sigma Alpha Alpha

John Wesley Barganier
Jordan Michael Brewer
Andres William Carro
Constance Isabelle Connolly
Thomas Cooper Oliver
Ann Bruce Sherrill
Alpo Isak Juhani Sipilä
Josephine Lee Young

II. NATIONAL AWARDS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Thomas J. Watson Fellowship
Wesley Wilder McCoy—of Massachusetts

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
Jackson Townes Campbell—of Georgia
Mary Ellen Fagan—of Massachusetts